
              PSYCHODYNAMIC VII: AMBIVERSION

(not!) FREUD'S (not even JUNG'S) “AMBIVERSION”
Sigmund Freud took little interest in psychological typology. There is nothing

to find in Freud's opus that compares the mental illness tendencies of “introverts”
(e.g. “narcissism”, “bi-polar”, “schizophrenia”) against the mental illness tendencies
of “extraverts” (e.g. “transference”, “hysteria”, “obsession-compulsion”) even if, as
noted in 'Psychodynamic VI', he would have noticed them.

Astrologers, by contrast, begin their studies as psychological typologists; each
sign of the zodiac corresponds to a type (e.g. Aries = “extraverted intuition”) even if
there is a mismatch between Jung's division into eight types and astrology's division
into twelve types. FA's longstanding readers are aware that we resolve this mismatch
by claiming that Jung conflated “introversion” with “centroversion” and, as a result,
we align ourselves with Erich Neumann's de-conflating opus, “The Origin & History
of Consciousness” (1949). Schematically...

... we reference the two key philosophers in human history to emphasise that
“inner life” contains much more than the individual's “subjective” point of view i.e.
'further in', there is a second “objective” realm that, as Rene Descartes reminded us,
can be doubted just as we doubt the outer world. And, so, if Descartes had seen these
two non-subjective worlds as equally doubt-able, one might call him (perhaps, the
first) “ambivert”. Agreed, Descartes' “ambiversion” was of the negative kind i.e. the
positive “ambivert” sees the outer & the (further) inner worlds as equally credible.

Thus, we ask: to what extent do “centroversion” and “ambiversion” overlap?
Does psychology need to propose “centroversion” at all when “ambiversion” already
implies the taking up of a “central” position? Answer: we need both “centroversion”
& “ambiversion” because the former describes a “reductive integration” that brings
the two outer realms together in opposition (thereby providing an impetus to move
further into the material outer world), whereas the latter describes a “teleological
integration” – this oxymoron was recognized by the the ancients as “quintessence” –
that brings the two outer realms together in complementation (thereby providing an
impetus to reconcile the material and immaterial). In other words, Jung would have
seen the “ambivert” as operating out of his/her “persona-self” and the “centrovert”
as operating out of his/her “ego”. Freud's disinterest in centroverted intuition closed
off the path back to Jung (and, therefore, to any Freud-Jung “integration”)...
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ASTROLOGERS' (ARCHETYPALISTS'/JUNG'S) “AMBIVERSION” 
How, then, might the Freudastrological psychological typologist chart a path

back to Freud? The beginning of our answer: “reductive” evolutionary biology. The
middle of our answer: “teleological” biology-into-psychology...

“Teleos” (purpose) is a no-no in scientific academia. The idea of, say, a g/God
fulfilling h/His “p/Plan” or, say, an organism seeking its “destiny” is inadmissable in
a universe that, at first, seems explainable within the idea of chance & necessity. For
example, the academic biologist would say that life evolved out of nothing more than
random (chance) mutation & the law (necessity) of natural selection (in doing so, of
course, s/he conveniently ignores the puzzle of biogenesis). Thus, Freud would agree
with biologists that biological evolution can be conceived as “nothing but” a struggle
between the three, now familiar (basic) survival instincts: hunting-running-mating.

In turn, “reductive”, anti-purpose psychologists believe that they must 'raise'
biology into psychology without any theoretical addition. To be sure, they get off to a
good start: (i) extraversion aligns with hunting (i.e. search for prey), (ii) introversion
aligns with running (i.e. as noted in 'Psychodynamic I', hiding-sleeping-hibernation
avoids a predator's attention), & (iii) centroversion aligns with mating (attention to
'inner life' promotes the 'inner' meiotic genome's search for its “other half”).

With the zodiac mandala, like so many mandalas, being circular, we position
the additional, 4th “-version” (i.e. “ambiversion”) as follows... 

… as a result, the Freudastrologer would propose that, because the shift from
'12 Pisces' to '1 Aries' symbolizes beginnings/births, the sentient being begins his/her
life actively identifying with his/her 'self' and becomes as an “ambivert”. This active
identification may subsequently undergo: (i) “regression” to immature introversion,
(ii) “arrest” in extraversion, (iii) “development” (down and around) to centroversion
and, hopefully (iiia) “progression” to mature introversion that, by definition, has the
'rounded' perspective on the (dangerous) archetypal realm that we call...
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FREUDASTROLOGERS' (not ambiversion, but) “SUPRAVERSION”
The 2,500yrs old “realist vs. nominalist” debate (e.g. are numbers discoveries

or inventions?) reached its crossroads in the early 20thC when philosophers who had
hoped to prove that numbers were inventions could do no more than prove that their
hope was unprovable. With this, the phrase “until proven otherwise” had completely
lost currency and, from this point, philosophers would have no choice but to take the
archetypal realm seriously e.g. if numbers emanate from the archetypal realm, what
then about shapes? In turn, dedicated philosophers ask: how might one-dimensional
numbers 'unfold' into the 2D realm of geometry?...

If we enter the 2D realm, we notice that the number '2' is not only invoked by
the existence of 2 dimensions, it is also invoked by its 2 'basic' shapes: the curve and
the (straight) line. If a curve is extended far enough, it returns to itself i.e. it becomes
a circle; if a line is extended, however, there is no returning. If we wish to “integrate”
these shapes, the number 2 is once again invoked insofar as there are 2 things we can
do: (i) combine the shapes in a 2D setting as a partitioned curve-circle (i.e. the use of
diameters; zodiac), or (ii) advance to the 3D realm and conceive a cylinder. The 2D
setting, “integration” would have to be seen as a rather odd term insofar as the circle
is divided (i.e. it is “unintegrating”!)... and, so, when “integration” is one's focus, it is
a quintessential idea to '3D cylindricize' the zodiac-mandala, like so...

This all may seem rather abstract for the depth psychologist but it helps us to
see what the post-Freudian “ego psychologists”, such as Heinz Hartmann and Anna
Freud (Sigmund's daughter), were driving at when they coined the term, “secondary
autonomy” i.e. a behaviour that originates at one point in development may serve a
different function later on. The “supraverting” Freudastrologer would translate this
“ego psychology” as, “right hemispheric (centroverting) ego growth 'feeds across' to
the left hemisphere and, in doing so, 'feeds' overall cylindrical growth from 'primary
autonomy' to 'secondary autonomy'”, as per the arrows above. Meanwhile...
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EXAMPLE VIII
The most straightforward example of the shift from 'primary' to 'secondary'

functioning is Michael Fordham's “primary self” (i.e. the 'prism' through which the
individual “Self” helps a newborn baby engage his/her mother via, as Melanie Klein
explains, “projective identification”; see 'Psychodynamic IX') developing into Jung's
adult “persona” (i.e. in astrology and Freudastrology, the ascendant symbolizes both
birth and adult initiative) or regressing into Christopher Lasch's “minimal self”.

A second not-so-straightforward example is the shift from what Freud called
“primary narcissism” (i.e. newborn selfishness) to “secondary narcissism” (i.e. child-
adult selfishness). It is not-so-straightforward because we also need to know how the
secondary function is accessed because the cyclic nature of the horoscope symbolizes
the potential to 'reach' '1' by either pathogenic “regression” or 'development-ogenic'
“progression” (see 'Psychodynamic V'). In short, “progressive selfishness” is, in most
instances, better than “regressive unselfishness” and, so, the problem becomes one of
recognizing the difference between these two. It is, of course, easy for a “regressively
selfish” individual to lie or deludedly declare, “I'm progressive!”.

One way to help think about this issue is to refer to Erich Neumann's idea of
the two sequential wombs i.e. (i) '9-10-11-12''s physical womb that is followed by (ii)
'1-2-3-4''s psychological womb. As one does so, the film buff's recollections will likely
roll back to “Deliverence” (1972), directed by...

Those who prefer non-mythical, 'real' images for (Aquarian) Prometheus and
(Sagittarian) Chiron, s/he could hardly do better than weekend adventurist, “Lewis”
(Burt Reynolds), as he lies strung out on a rock with his femur sticking through his
skin. Also, there is the sense in which all four of the weekend adventurists 'represent'
the (physically) womby signs, Sagittarius-Capricorn-Aquarius-Pisces i.e. “Lewis” is
the 'philosophical' (“you don't beat this river”) Sagittarian who likes to make fun of
his conservative friend, “Ed” (John Voight), who needs to find his Capriconian Goat
quality to get the group out of harm's way; “Bobby” (Ned Beatty) shares Lewis' rock
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and, earlier, was strung out on a stone in a ghastly way; “Drew” (Ronny Cox) is the
musician who drowns. All four are (let's say, 'unconsciously') trying to 'deliver' their
signs down-through the 1st quadrant across-to “noon Sunday” (i.e. Cancer-Leo) but,
to do so, they would have to negotiate an array of “duelling banjo” mountain people
whom, for generations, had been “regressing” from endogamous Cancer back up to
violent Aries (itself “repressed” by Capricorn). If the weekend adventurers had been
(let's say) 'conscious' of endogamous tendencies that were pushing 'up' through their
respective 'subconscious' workings, they might have been able to learn their various
lessons the 'easy way'.

The key Freudian idea that “Deliverence” delivers is that the version of incest
that the analysand deals with on his/her analytic couch (i.e. “psychological incest”) is
an 'achievement'... “concretic incest”, on the other hand, is a result of a deteriorating
social structure. As both Freud and Jung have pointed out, rather than revert to the
ways of primitive societies, a deteriorating “modern” society is “too modern” insofar
as it becomes too far removed from the (often draconian) prohibitions that had been
in place during the earlier phase of its development. So, if a regression does set in, it
has no sense that it needs to tap back into the mythology/religion that underpinned
its earlier development. When this deterioration includes the mythology/religions of
its ancestors (e.g. the Catholic Church sexual abuse scandal), we can assume that the
state of the (… errr) 'state' is end-stage.   

Although there are no planets placed in Sagittarius in John's birth-chart, our
survey of the ephemeris tells us that Jupiter rolled through Sagittarius through most
of 1972. More relevant, however, is the transit of the Sagittarian-ish Chiron through
Aries and running up to his (mid-life) Uranus-opposite-Uranus. Even more relevant
is the transit of John's Sun-ruler, Saturn, across natal Chiron in Taurus into Gemini
over the 1971-72 period, running up to an opposition to natal Neptune in Sagittarius
i.e. all the collectively-orientated planets were activating not only each other but also
the 4th and 1st quadrants. It is not uninteresting that John would remain interested in
the incest issue in his redemption-of-Christianity film, “Excalibur”.

Whether one is interpreting phantasy, dream or film, the symbolism of water 
always warrants close attention. In “Deliverence”, there are three kinds of water i.e. 
still, flowing, waterfalling. The still water, the dam, is the artificial aspect and, so, we
could say that it represents the artificial womb i.e. it is the charge of the state to give 
its citizens protection from destructive intent (but this, of course, has its limits). That
the church is being relocated to make way for the dam doesn't really need comment. 
It is not uninteresting to the Saturn studier that, 29 years later, John would direct a 
film in Panama (Canal) City, “The Tailor of Panama” (2001). The flowing water (i.e. 
that which gives the adventurers a feeling of being alive) is fine whilever the water is 
not flowing too precipitously – when the analysand reports a flowing water dream to
his/her analyst, the analyst sees a development on the horizon – but it is not so fine if 
the fall is over a precipice. It is only after Ed goes through his waterfall (= 'birthing')
experience, that he resolves his kill-or-be-killed equation. Ed goes from running to 
hunting... but, all this comes at the cost of a P.T.S.D. dream life that threatens to put 
a stop to his mating. Ed's neurosis might appear lamentable but its effect on mating 
could lead him into therapy. Jung reckoned that mental illness is often a gift.




